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Range Rover attains exemplary levels of design and  
driving experience, which have been enhanced  
by new features and model variants for 2015. 

RANGE ROVER 2015

Oxford vehicle shown in Aruba with 22 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 504‘ alloy wheels.  
Los Angeles vehicle shown in Indus Silver with 22 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 504‘ alloy wheels.



LONDONROME SPECIFICATIONS
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Rome vehicle shown in Barolo Black. London vehicle is Autobiography Black Long Wheelbase in Valloire White Pearl from the Autobiography Paint Palette with 22 inch seven-spoke ‘Style 706‘ with High Gloss Polished finish. 1





With its three classic lines of the lower accent graphic, roofline and continuous waistline, the Range Rover 
is unmistakable. The iconic silhouette is gently tapered and curved, while the use of near-flush glazing and 
gloss black pillars accentuates the floating roof enhancing its streamlined and elegant form.

Vehicle shown above is Autobiography in Aruba.

Vehicle shown left is Autobiography in Aruba with 22 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 504’ alloy wheels. 3





With an all-aluminum body and true Land Rover capability at its heart, the Range Rover delivers 
incredible off-road performance with an impressive wading depth, raised air intake and class-leading 
departure angles.

Vehicle shown left is Autobiography in Aruba. 

Vehicle shown above is Autobiography in Aruba with 22 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 504’ alloy wheels. 5



A sure-footed, composed drive is enhanced by the latest four-corner air suspension which provides 
exceptional wheel articulation and poise. The Auto* setting on Terrain Response® 2**, the latest 
generation Terrain Response system from Land Rover, automatically optimizes vehicle settings to suit 
almost any terrain.

The split tailgate is distinctly Range Rover. Its electronically operated upper and lower tailgates help 
provide a platform for social and sporting events coupled with greater protection from the elements.

*Standard on Supercharged, Autobiography and Autobiography Black models.

**These features are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather 
and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult owner's manual or 
your local Land Rover Retailer for more details. 

Vehicle shown right and above is Autobiography in Aruba.6







Refinement is inherent in the Range Rover. Its interior gives a sense of calm and luxurious comfort. It is 
beautifully appointed and thoughtfully designed; the broad center console puts essential controls within 
easy reach while clean surfaces and the use of soft supple leather, wood veneers and highly polished 
finishers help create contemporary, comfortable surroundings.

Vehicle shown left is Autobiography in Indus Silver with 22 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 504’ alloy wheels. 

Interior colorway shown above in Espresso/Ivory with Ivory seats in Semi-Aniline leather with Figured Macassar Wood Veneer and optional heated 
wood and leather steering wheel. 9





Flooding the interior with light, the sliding* panoramic roof enhances the feeling of space and a connection 
to the world outside. Yet, at the touch of a button, the driver and passengers can feel cocooned once more as 
the full-length power blind glides into place. 

*Optional on the Range Rover model. Standard on HSE, Supercharged, Autobiography and Autobiography Black models.

Interior colorway shown left in Espresso/Ivory with Ivory seats in Semi-Aniline leather and sliding panoramic roof. 11



For pure indulgence and refinement in an SUV, nothing comes close. Whether passengers relax or work in 
the Rear Executive Class seats*, they will undoubtedly enjoy their individual leather seating with massage 
function and sweeping center console.

*No cost option on Autobiography models. Standard on Autobiography Black. 

Vehicle shown right is Autobiography in Indus Silver with sliding panoramic roof. Interior colorway shown in Ebony/Ivory with Ivory seats  
in Semi-Aniline leather and Figured Macassar Wood Veneer12







The exceptional quality of the Meridian™ sound system brings a concert hall experience into the Range Rover. 
Twenty-nine speakers ensure you hear every note while mood lighting creates the right ambience. There is a palette  
of ten colors* to choose from and simply operated variable brightness controls ensure personal preferences.

*Standard on Autobiography, Autobiography Black and on Supercharged and HSE Long Wheelbase.

Interior colorway shown left is Autobiography with Rear Executive Class seats in Espresso/Ivory with Ivory seats in Semi-Aniline leather and  
Figured Macassar Wood Veneer. 

Vehicle shown above is Autobiography in Aruba. 15





The sense of extraordinary comfort is realized in the Range Rover Long Wheelbase, providing an extra 7.32 inches  
in the second row and affording rear passengers an extended recline. 

Interior colorway shown left is Autobiography Long Wheelbase with Rear Executive Class seats in Ebony/Ivory with Ivory seats in Semi-Aniline leather  
and Grand Black Wood Veneer.

Vehicle shown above is Autobiography Long Wheelbase in Barolo Black with 22 inch five split-spoke 'Style 504' alloy wheels. 17



To drive the Range Rover is to experience effortless elegance. From some of the most demanding terrains 
to negotiating rush hour city traffic, it delivers a relaxed, intuitive and rewarding drive.

Vehicle shown right is Autobiography Long Wheelbase in Barolo Black. 

Interior colorway shown above in Espresso/Ivory with Ivory seats in Semi-Aniline leather, with Figured Macassar Wood Veneer and optional heated 
wood and leather steering wheel.18
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The Range Rover drive is confident and assured with the legendary Command Driving Position* giving the driver the  
best possible view of the road ahead. Available as standard, the Adaptive Dynamics* features variable dampers 
to deliver optimum ride, control and composure. Dynamic Response*† improves vehicle handling and occupant 
comfort by reducing the amount of body lean during cornering through independently regulating the front and rear 
suspension units. When you’re in a Range Rover, the miles seem to fly by.

*These features are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road 
conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these features will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult owner's manual or your local Land Rover 
Retailer for more details.
†Standard on Supercharged, Autobiography and Autobiography Black models.

Vehicle shown left and above is Autobiography Long Wheelbase in Barolo Black with 22 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 504’ alloy wheels. 21





Craftsmanship never goes out of style and some forty years of expertise in designing Range Rover is now 
manifest in the Autobiography Black model. From the unique front grille to the side and auxiliary vents, 
every tailored aspect whispers refinement and attention to detail.
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Vehicle shown left is Autobiography Black Long Wheelbase in Valloire White Pearl from the Autobiography Paint Palette. 23



Soft, supple and alluring to the touch, the very finest perforated Semi-Aniline leathers are featured on all 
seats. Sourced from one establishment, the hides are tanned through an organic process that features bark 
extract from Black Wattle trees. Sustainable woods and generous veneers on the center console and fascia 
add to the sense of natural craft and refinement.

Interior colorway shown right is Autobiography Black Long Wheelbase in Espresso/Tan with Tan seats and Figured Macassar Wood Veneer.24





Step 1

Choose your engine 
Page 28

Step 2

Choose your model 
Page 30

Step 3

Choose your color 
Page 40

You can select from an improved  
line-up of powerful and refined  
gasoline engines.

Compare the standard features on 
each model, with the additional 
choice of Standard or Long 
Wheelbase versions.

There is a wide range on offer to 
enable you to express yourself.

Step 4

Choose your wheels 
Page 44

There is a range of styles, each  
one designed to complement  
the bold exterior.

SPECIFICATION

Range Rover offers an exclusive 
range of options that allow you 
to personalize your vehicle. The 
following pages take you through  
a logical series of steps to bring 
your individuality to life.

You can start with our online 
configurator at LandRoverUSA.com

26



Step 6

Choose your options 
Page 70

Key Features
Page 76

Technical Details
Page 80

Accessories
Page 82

Step 5

Choose your interior 
Page 46

Carefully selected  
colors complemented  
by wood veneers.  
You can personalize your  
own interior space.

Additional options can enhance 
your personal requirements.

The latest innovations that make 
your drive special.

All you need to know about 
dimensions, performance 
specifications and key data.

A unique range of accessories that add 
individual style.

27



STEP 1 CHOOSE YOUR ENGINE

28



DRIVELINE, ENGINE PERFORMANCE AND FUEL ECONOMY

Please contact your local authorized Land Rover Retailer for further details. 

Visit LandRoverUSA.com for more information.

The high performance gasoline engines use the latest powertrain technology. 

The “Intelligent” Stop/Start system automatically shuts down the engine as soon as the vehicle comes to rest. The engine automatically starts again as 
soon as the brake pedal is released.
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3.0L V6 SUPERCHARGED 5.0L V8 SUPERCHARGED

Driveline Four Wheel Drive (4WD) Four Wheel Drive (4WD)

Power bhp 340 510

Torque lb-ft 332 461

Maximum torque (rpm) 3,500-5,000 2,500-5,500

Capacity (cc) 2,995 5,000

No. of cylinders 6 8

Cylinder layout Longitudinal V6 Longitudinal V8

3.0L V6 SUPERCHARGED 5.0L V8 SUPERCHARGED PETROL

29



STEP 2 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL
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Visit LandRoverUSA.com for more information.

MODELS BY ENGINE AND WHEELBASE

RANGE ROVER HSE SUPERCHARGED AUTOBIOGRAPHY AUTOBIOGRAPHY BLACK

ENGINE

3.0L V6 Supercharged 4 4

5.0L V8 Supercharged 4 4 4

WHEELBASE

Standard Wheelbase 4 4 4 4

Long Wheelbase 4 4 4 4

31



STEP 2 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL – CHOICES

Each model has a choice of engines and unique 
features. This guide will help you to select your ideal 
Range Rover. On the following pages you’ll see the 
standard features for each model.

RANGE ROVER* HSE**

– 3.0L V6 Supercharged only

– Grille in Dark Atlas

– Body colored vent blades and door handles

– Front bumper accents in Atlas

– 19 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 501’ (not shown)

– Seats in Grained leather as standard.

– 3.0L V6 Supercharged only

– Grille surround in Dark Atlas, grille mesh and ribs in Atlas

– Body colored vent blades and door handles

– Front bumper accents in Atlas

– Santorini Black mirror caps on Long Wheelbase

– 20 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 502’ (not shown)

– Sliding panoramic roof

– Seats in Oxford leather as standard.

*22 inch five split-spoke 'Stlye 504' not available on model. Please refer to pages 44 and 45 for wheel availability across models.

**Model shown with optional 22 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 504’ alloy wheels.
†Model shown with optional 22 inch seven-spoke ‘Style 706’ with High Gloss Polished finish alloy wheels.32



SUPERCHARGED** AUTOBIOGRAPHY** AUTOBIOGRAPHY BLACK†
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– 5.0L V8 Supercharged only

– Grille surround in Dark Atlas, mesh in Atlas and ribs in Bright Chrome

– Vent blades and front bumper accents in Atlas

– Noble plated upper and lower door handles

– Santorini Black mirror caps on Long Wheelbase

– 21 inch ten-spoke ‘Style 101’ with Diamond Turned finish (not shown)

– Seats in Semi-Aniline leather with contrast stitching as standard

– Autobiography badge on rear tailgate

– Autobiography lettering on tread plates

– Autobiography embossed script on center rear squab

– Leather headlining and steering wheel

– Noble plated gear paddles.

– 5.0L V8 Supercharged only

– Grille surround in Dark Atlas, grille mesh and ribs in Atlas

– Body colored vent blades and door handles

– Front bumper accents in Atlas

– Santorini Black mirror caps on Long Wheelbase

– 21 inch ten-spoke ‘Style 101’ (not shown)

– Seats in Oxford leather as standard.

–  5.0L V8 Supercharged only

–  Unique front grille, grille surround in Santorini Black, grille surround inner in 
Bright Chrome, grille mesh with Bright Chrome inserts, inner grille mesh in  
Dark Atlas

– Vent blades in body color with Bright Chrome inserts

– Side vent graphic with Bright Chrome inserts

–  Santorini Black mirror caps

– Unique seat design and stich pattern with perforated Semi-Aniline leather

– Leather perforated headlining

– Bright Chrome upper and lower door handles

– Chrome upper tailgate finisher

–  Brushed stainless lower tailgate closure / finisher panel (between upper and 
lower tailgate)

–  Unique Autobiography badge with Black enamel background and chrome  
text graphic

– Signature LED rear lamps

– 21 inch seven-spoke ‘Style 706’ with High Gloss Polished finish (not shown)

–  Leather wrapped lower A, B and C pillars, loadspace sides, seat backs, ski hatch, 
parcel shelf and upper D pillar

– Enhanced rear seat center console design with additional stowage

– Illuminated aluminum treadplates with unique Autobiography lettering

– Power deployable tables finished with Ebony leather.

33



STEP 2 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL – STANDARD FEATURES

RANGE ROVER HSE SUPERCHARGED AUTOBIOGRAPHY AUTOBIOGRAPHY  
BLACK

ENGINE TRANSMISSION, SUSPENSION AND DRIVING DYNAMICS

Eight-speed Automatic Transmission 4 4 4 4 4

Active rear locking differential 4 4 4

Intelligent Stop/Start System 4 4 4 4 4

Twin-speed low range transfer gearbox 4 4 4 4 4

Permanent four wheel drive (4WD) 4 4 4 4 4

Adaptive Dynamics* 4 4 4 4 4

Cornering Brake Control (CBC)* 4 4 4 4 4

Dynamic Response 4 4 4

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)* 4 4 4 4 4

Electronic air suspension (with variable ride height) 4 4 4 4 4

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) 4 4 4 4 4

Electronic cross-linked air suspension with automatic  
load levelling and multiple modes, access, normal, off-road, extended height 4 4 4 4 4

Electronic Power Assisted Steering (EPAS) 4 4 4 4 4

Electronic stability program 4 4 4 4 4

Electronic Traction Control (ETC)* 4 4 4 4 4

Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)* 4 4 4 4 4

Hill Descent Control (HDC®)* 4 4 4 4 4

Roll Stability Control (RSC)* 4 4 4 4 4

Reactive grounding response 4 4 4 4 4

Terrain Response®* 4 4

Terrain Response® 2* 4 4 4

Trailer stability assist* 4 4 4 4 4

EXTERIOR FEATURES AND FINISHERS

Roof and Exterior Styling

Sliding panoramic roof (includes power blind) 4 4 4 4

Body colored roof 4 4 4 4 4

Glass and Exterior Mirrors

Acoustic laminated, heated front windshield 4 4 4 4 4

Adjustable, heated, power fold exterior mirrors with Range Rover silhouette approach lamps 4

Auto-dimming, adjustable, heated, power fold exterior mirrors with Range Rover silhouette  
approach lamps 4 4 4 4

Heated off screen wiper park position (manual lift away from screen) 4 4 4 4 4

Solar attenuating windshield glass with laminated hydrophobic front door glass 4 4

Privacy glass 4 4 4 4 4

Rain sensing windshield wipers 4 4 4 4 4

34
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RANGE ROVER HSE SUPERCHARGED AUTOBIOGRAPHY AUTOBIOGRAPHY  
BLACK

EXTERIOR FEATURES AND FINISHERS CONTINUED

Headlamps and Lighting

Automatic headlamps 4 4 4

Xenon headlamps with signature lighting (includes headlamp powerwash)* 4 4 4

Adaptive Xenon headlamps with signature lighting (includes headlamp powerwash) 4 4

Automatic headlamps with High Beam Assist* 4 4

Daytime running lights (DRLs) 4 4 4 4 4

Follow-me-home lighting 4 4 4 4 4

LED rear lamps 4 4 4 4

Signature LED rear lamps 4

Front fog lamps 4 4 4

Paint

Metallic paint 4 4 4 4 4

Towing

7,716 lb gross towing load 4 4 4 4 4

Towing Receiver (includes electrics and armature) 4 4

Wheels and Wheel Options 4 4

19 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 501‘ 4

20 inch five split-spoke ‘Style 502‘ 4

21 inch ten-spoke ‘Style 101‘ 4

21 inch ten-spoke 'Style 101' with Diamond Turned finish 4

21 inch seven-spoke ‘Style 706‘ with High Gloss Polished finish 4

Reduced section spare wheel 4 4 4

Full size spare wheel 4 4

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) 4 4 4 4 4

 *These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc.

Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local Land Rover Retailer for more details. 35



STEP 2 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL – STANDARD FEATURES

RANGE ROVER HSE SUPERCHARGED AUTOBIOGRAPHY AUTOBIOGRAPHY  
BLACK

SEATING, INTERIOR FEATURES AND FINISHERS

Seating

Driver and passenger front seat armrests 4 4 4 4 4

Rear bench seat with load through 4 4 4 4

Grained leather seat, 12-way driver and passenger front seats (consists of 10-way electric front seats, fore 
and aft, cushion height and tilt, recline, two-way lumbar and two-way manual headrest height),  
also fitted with heated front seats, drivers memory and rear bench seat with load through facility and 
rear manual recline

4

Embossed Autobiography script on the center rear squab 4

Winged headrests front and rear 4 4

Oxford leather seat, 18-way driver and passenger front seats (consists of 14-way electric front seats,  
fore and aft, cushion height and tilt, recline, four-way lumbar, adjustable bolsters, two-way manual 
headrest height and tilt), also fitted with climate front seats and heated rear seats, driver and passenger 
memory and rear bench seat with load through facility and rear manual recline

4 4

Seat anchorages/LATCH 4 4 4 4 4

Semi-Aniline leather seat, 20-way driver and passenger front seats (consists of 16-way electric seats,  
fore and aft, cushion height and tilt, recline, four-way lumbar, adjustable bolsters, electric headrest 
height, two-way manual headrest tilt and manual front and rear winged headrest), also fitted with climate 
front seats and rear seats, massage front seats, driver and passenger memory, passenger seat away four-
way rear seat power lumbar and rear bench seat with load through facility and rear  
manual recline (1)

4

Interior Finishers and Headlining

Figured Macassar wood veneer 4 4 4 4 4

Alston headlining (Cirrus, Ivory or Ebony) 4

Morzine headlining (Cirrus and Ivory) 4 4 4

Perforated leather headlining 4

Extended Interior Leather Trim Palette 4

Steering Wheel

Heated wood and leather steering wheel 4

Heated leather steering wheel with steering wheel controls 4 4 4 4

Noble Plated gear paddles 4 4

36
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RANGE ROVER HSE SUPERCHARGED AUTOBIOGRAPHY AUTOBIOGRAPHY  
BLACK

SEATING, INTERIOR FEATURES AND FINISHERS CONTINUED

Interior Features

Three-zone climate control 4 4 4

Four-zone climate control 4 4

Auto-dimming interior mirror 4 4 4 4 4

Bright pedals 4 4 4

Interior mood lighting (1) 4 4 4

Customer configurable interior mood lighting 4 4

Driver and passenger single blade sunvisor with illuminated vanity mirror 4

Driver and passenger twin blade sunvisor with illuminated vanity mirror 4 4 4 4

Front center console cooler compartment 4 4

Rear center console with bottle chiller 4

Front and rear carpet mats 4 4 4

Front and rear carpet mats with contrast edge and metal corners 4 4

Aluminum treadplates with Range Rover lettering (1) 4 4 4

Illuminated aluminum treadplates with Autobiography lettering 4

Manual footrest 4

Deployable tables with Ebony leather finish 4

Non smokers pack (additional front center storage console) 4 4 4 4 4

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Active Speed Limiter (ASL)* 4 4 4 4 4

Driver and passenger airbags (side, seat-front, thorax and pelvis)† 4 4 4 4 4

Hazard lights under heavy braking 4 4 4 4 4

Perimetric alarm with engine immobilization 4 4 4 4 4

Power operated child locks 4 4 4 4 4

Single point entry, customer configurable 4 4 4 4 4

(1) Standard Wheelbase only.

*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these systems will correct errors of judgment 
in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local Land Rover Retailer for more details.
†Please remember that the safety belts in a vehicle constitute the primary protection system for driver and passengers in collisions. Airbags are not designed to deploy in all collisions. The airbag Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) is a 
supplement to the safety belts and is designed to work as a system with the safety belts. Although airbags provide additional protection, airbags without safety belts do not provide optimal protection in a crash. Always wear your safety belts. 
Children younger than 13 years old should always be properly restrained in a back seat, away from airbags. Never place an infant seat in the front seat. 37



STEP 2 CHOOSE YOUR MODEL – STANDARD FEATURES

RANGE ROVER HSE SUPERCHARGED AUTOBIOGRAPHY AUTOBIOGRAPHY  
BLACK

CONVENIENCE AND LOADSPACE FEATURES

Front visual display 4 4 4 4 4

Park Assist – Parallel Parking / Parking Exit / Perpendicular Parking / 360° Park Distance Control* 4 4

Adaptive cruise control with queue assist and intelligent emergency braking* 4 4

Cruise control 4 4 4

Blind spot monitor with reverse traffic detection and closing vehicle sensing* 4 4

Front and rear park distance sensors with visual display* 4 4 4 4 4

Traffic sign recognition with lane departure warning* 4

Keyless entry 4 4 4 4 4

Soft door close 4 4 4 4

Rear view camera* 4 4 4

HomeLink® 4 4 4 4 4

Surround camera system* 4 4

Loadspace Features

Loadspace cover (hinged with hardcover) 4 4 4 4 4

Loadspace anchor points 4 4 4 4 4

Loadspace rails and lockable cross beam 4 4

Power upper and lower trunk/tailgate 4 4 4 4 4

INFORMATION, COMMUNICATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

Eight-inch Touch-screen** 4 4 4 4 4

Rear seat entertainment system with eight-inch screens and remote control  
(includes two sets of wireless headphones) (1) 4

Auxiliary power sockets (front, second row, and loadspace 12 volt) 4 4 4 4 4

Bluetooth® phone connection** 4 4 4 4 4

Bluetooth® audio streaming** 4 4 4 4 4

Full TFT / LCD instrument cluster 4 4 4 4 4

Hard Disk Drive (HDD) navigation sytem** 4 4 4 4 4

Meridian™ audio system (380W) 4 4 4

Meridian™ Signature Reference audio system (1700W) 4 4

Off-road navigation** 4 4 4 4 4

SiriusXM® Satellite Radio and HD Radio™ 4 4 4 4 4

TMC (Dynamic Route Guidance) 4 4 4 4 4

USB sockets 4 4 4 4 4

Voice Control – 'Say What You See' intuitive voice control (SWYS)** 4 4 4 4 4

38



RANGE ROVER†† HSE SUPERCHARGED AUTOBIOGRAPHY AUTOBIOGRAPHY  
BLACK

LONG WHEELBASE STANDARD FEATURE CONTENT†

Laminated rear quarter light glass 4 4 4 4

Rear Seat Entertainment – 10.2 inch screen 4 4

Additional stowage in door casing 4 4 4 4

Rear powered sun blinds 4 4 4 4

Extended front console with stowage and charging outlet 4 4 4

Extended rear seat console design with additional stowage 4

Semi-Aniline leather seat, 20-way driver and passenger front seats (consists of 18-way electric seats, fore 
and aft, cushion height and tilt, recline, four-way lumbar, adjustable bolsters upper seat articulation, 
electric headrest height and two-way manual headrest tilt, front and rear winged headrest), also fitted 
with climate front seats and rear seats, massage front seats, driver and passenger memory four-way rear 
seat power lumbar, passenger seat away and rear bench seat with load through facility and rear power 
recline 

4

Semi-Aniline leather Real Executive Class seat, 22-way driver and passenger front seats (consists of 
18-way electric seats, fore and aft, cushion height and tilt, recline, four-way lumbar, adjustable bolsters, 
upper seat articulation, electric headrest height and two-way manual headrest tilt and front and rear 
winged headrest), also fitted with climate front and rear seats, massage front seats, driver and passenger 
memory, passenger seat away and Rear Executive Class seating with rear seat massage lumbar, 
extended rear power recline, ski hatch compartment and rear calf rest (2) 

4

Customer configurable interior mood lighting 4 4 4 4

Illuminated aluminum treadplates with Range Rover lettering 4 4

Illuminated aluminum treadplates with unique Autobiography lettering 4

Santorini Black exterior mirror caps 4 4 4 4
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(1) Standard Wheelbase only   (2) Calf rest fitted to rear passenger side seat only.

*These systems are not a substitute for driving safely with due care and attention and will not function under all circumstances, speeds, weather and road conditions, etc. Driver should not assume that these systems 
will correct errors of judgment in driving. Please consult the owner’s manual or your local Land Rover Retailer for more details.

**Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Do not operate, adjust or view the navigation or multimedia systems under conditions that will affect your safety or the safety of others. Only use mobile 
phones, and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so.
†Long Wheelbase standard feature content is in addition to the standard content listed on the prior pages.
††Long Wheelbase not available on Range Rover. 

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Land Rover is under license. 39
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